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Abstract 
There is a move towards more use of engagement strategies in responsible investment. This change in 
strategies is motivated by a number of claims about the effectiveness of engagement versus exclusion 
of companies from the investment universe. This paper examines the basis for three central claims: i) 
That engagement, in contrast to exclusion, does not reduce the investment universe; ii) That exclusion 
reduces an investor’s influence on a company; and iii) That engagement with exclusion is necessarily 
a more effective means of influencing companies than pure exclusion. All three claims are argued to 
be open to challenge. It is possible that the move towards more engagement reflects bureaucratic 
incentives and political considerations among institutional investors, rather than arguments about the 
effectiveness and efficiency of engagement. 
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Introduction 
There can be little doubt that the phenomenon of responsible investment, i.e. investment where non-
financial considerations are included in the management of financial assets, has grown considerably in 
recent decades (Scholtens, 2014; Scholtens and Sievänen, 2013; Vandekerckhove et al, 2007; Sparkes 
and Cowton, 2004). It is estimated that in 2011, a total of 13.6 trillion USD (or almost 22 per cent) of 
the money under professional management in the world included environmental, social, or governance 
criteria in their management (GSIA, 2013). In the major markets, Europe and the US, responsible 
investment has increases more than the total market under professional management (Eurosif, 2012; 
USSIF, 2012)  Some large institutional investors have received a lot of attention for introducing these 
kinds of principles in their management strategies. One prominent example is the Norwegian oil fund 
(or formally the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global) which introduced ethical guidelines in 
2004, guidelines which have been revised several times since. Despite the overall growth of 
responsible investment, there are questions about the depth of the phenomenon. Ethical investment 
criteria are not always very strict, and often do not entail that large a change in investment practice.1 

In recent years, there has been a trend towards the use of more use of engagement strategies in 
responsible investment (Scholtens, 2014; Scholtens and Sievänen, 2013; Goodman et al, forthcoming; 
Vandekerckhove et al, 2007, 2008). While early approaches tended to focus more on negative 
screening (exclusion of companies that do not meet social or environmental criteria from the 
investment universe) or positive screening (inclusion of companies that excel on these types of 
criteria), there is now more of an emphasis on interaction or dialogue with company management to 
attempt to change company activities and/or practices.2 The Norwegian Government Pension Fund 
Global is a case in point. Both exclusion and engagement have been part of the responsible investment 
guidelines of the fund from the start. However, with changes in guidelines in 2010, there has been 
more emphasis on how integration of the two can be more effective in changing corporate behaviour 
(Norwegian Ministry of Finance, 2009, 2010). In addition, recent recommendations for further reform 
essentially advocate seeing exclusion even more as an integral part of an engagement process, to be 
used only if engagement fails to yield satisfactory results (Dimson et al, 2013a). 

How do we assess and understand this move towards more use of engagement strategies in responsible 
investment? Arguments about the shortcomings of exclusion, and corresponding advantages of 
engagement, are often used to motivate the increasing emphasis on engagement. But how good are 
these arguments? This article examines three central claims that are often used to support a transition 
towards greater use of engagement. The three claims are: i) That engagement, in contrast to exclusion, 
does not reduce the investment universe; ii) That exclusion reduces an investor’s influence on a 
company; and iii) That engagement with exclusion is necessarily a more effective means of 

                                                        
1 The Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global, for instance, currently only excludes 63 companies from its 
total investment universe of about 8000 companies, see http://www.regjeringen.no/en/dep/fin/Selected-
topics/the-government-pension-fund/responsible-investments/companies-excluded-from-the-investment-
u.html?id=447122, accessed 22 March 2014, 
2 Goodman et al (forthcoming) distinguish three approaches in engagement; the use of shareholder resolutions, 
dialogue between shareholders and management, and public confrontation. See also Sjöström (2008) for an 
earlier review of the literature on engagement. 
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influencing companies than pure exclusion. The first of these arguments is one of efficiency, about 
attaining an impact on corporate behaviour (or other objectives of responsible investment) at a lower 
cost to investors. The other two are about effectiveness, or how to have a greater impact on corporate 
activities and practices. 

All three claims are argued to be open to challenge. The first claim by not fully appreciating the 
implications engagement, if successful, would have on the corporate activities and practices observed 
and hence available for investment in financial markets. The second claim by not considering the 
opportunities an institutional investor has to influence a company even without shares in it, what we 
term extra-investment engagement or strategies. And the third by taking a too unidirectional view of 
the process of engagement, assuming that investors can influence company management, but not vice 
versa. If these key arguments are flawed, this raises the question of what the real underlying logics of a 
move to engagement are. One possibility discussed in this paper, is that the current change in approach 
seen in institutional investors may have something to do with bureaucratic incentives among their 
staff, or as in the case of sovereign wealth funds like the Norwegian Government Pension Fund 
Global, with political disincentives to use exclusion as a main approach to responsible investment. 

The paper is structured as follows. In the following three sections, each of the three claims made for an 
engagement approach is presented and examined. Section 5 then discusses the possible motivations 
behind the transition to a greater use of engagement. Throughout the paper, we focus on large 
institutional investors, as they dominate the field, represent the segment where engagement has come 
the most to the fore, and are the investors most likely to have any real influence on how the world of 
finance looks. We use the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global as our primary example, since 
its recent development makes it a particularly relevant illustration. Section 6 concludes. 

First claim: Engagement does  
not reduce the investment universe 
A common argument for engagement is that it does not reduce the investment universe, defined as the 
set of investment objects available to an investor. In other words, if engagement is at least as effective 
in reaching the objectives of responsible investment as a strategy of exclusion, the objectives can be 
met at a lower cost to the investors, as there is less of a reduction in diversification opportunities, and 
hence less of an adverse impact on risk-adjusted returns. We see this claim made in the scientific 
literature on responsible investment. Vandekerckhove et al (2007:403; 2008:78) state that with 
engagement “the reduction of the potential return to investment caused by an [exclusionary approach] 
reduction in the investment universe is avoided”. Solomon et al (2004) use this argument as a basis for 
seeing a strategy of engagement as advantageous over screening, describing exclusion as an 
“outdated” approach. And Sparkes and Cowton (2004:50) similarly state that a “more common 
approach for institutional investors is to abandon … avoidance policies… so that there should be no 
investment penalty”. 

To look at this in detail, we should distinguish between three different approaches to responsible 
investment: Pure engagement, where the investor in various ways addresses the company management 
on its activities and practices, but no companies are excluded. Engagement with exclusion, where the 
investor addresses company management, and in cases where engagement does not succeed in 
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influencing activities or practices, the investor divests its shares in the company. And pure exclusion, 
where an investor does not interact with company management (beyond possibly getting some facts 
checked), but divests (or chooses not to invest) based on company activities or practices. It is obvious 
that both engagement with exclusion, and pure exclusion, can entail reductions in the investment 
universe available to the investor. Here we discuss pure engagement, which on the face of things does 
not reduce the investment universe, since no companies are excluded. 

It is obviously true that pure engagement does not reduce the number of companies that an investor 
has available for investment. The only unlikely exception is the case where engagement with a 
company results in the company management deciding to let the company fold. So if we view the 
investment universe in terms of companies, the argument that engagement does not reduce the 
investment universe seems almost tautologically true. 

However, this is not the only way we can view the investment universe available to an investor. We 
can also view it as the set of activities (including products and services), and practices (including 
management practices) that are available among the companies an investor can choose to invest in. If 
engagement is successful in changing corporate behaviour, this will lead to companies with 
irresponsible activities and practices changing these activities and practices into more responsible 
ones. In other words, it will lead to more responsible activities and practices among the companies in 
the investment universe, and hence to a homogenization of the investment universe in terms of 
activities and practices. Even though the opportunity for diversification across companies is not 
changed, this homogenization of companies does in realistic cases actually reduce the possibility for 
diversification across activities and practices in its investment universe. Investors whose engagement 
strategy is effective in changing the activities and practices of companies in its universe hence have 
fewer opportunities to diversify risk by investing in irresponsible companies, and hence face a higher 
level of overall risk than it would without engagement. 

This puts proponents of engagement in something of an odd position. The point they often make that 
engagement has the advantage of not reducing the investment universe, is only valid if engagement is 
an ineffective way of addressing corporate activities and/or practices. If engagement is as effective 
strategy as the proponents believe, and more so than exclusion, this means that the investment 
universe may potentially be reduced more in any financially important sense with engagement than 
with exclusion. So it’s hard to reconcile an idea that engagement provides a less risky investment 
strategy with an idea that engagement it effective or superior in attaining responsible investment 
objectives. There is hence a fundamental contradiction in arguments for engagement here. It seems 
you have to choose between believing engagement to be effective, and believing it to offer a less risky 
investment universe, you cannot believe both. 

This line of argumentation does not hinge on any premises of whether investing in responsible 
companies offers more or less of a return than investing in irresponsible ones. It focuses merely on the 
universe available to the investor, and how engagement affects this universe, and hence the potential 
for diversification and reduction of overall risk to the investor’s portfolio. 
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Second claim: Exclusion reduces an investor’s influence 
A common argument against exclusion of companies from a portfolio is that an investor thereby 
forgoes opportunities to influence the way the company is run, by not being able to engage with the 
company management. An investor in a way shuts itself out of influence by not being invested in a 
company. In interviews conducted by Gond and Piani (2012) of institutional investors associates with 
the UN Principles for Responsible Investment this is stated very clearly, “once you divest, you no 
longer have any influence over the company” (ibid:88). Louche and Lydenberg (2011:75) similarly 
argue that “[a]fter selling one’s stock, shareholders typically lose their ability to continue dialogue 
with management”. These types of arguments have led Ransome and Sampford (2010:112) to 
characterize exclusion as a “bystander approach” to responsible investment. Moreover, as stated by 
Rivoli (2003:284), since by using screening “[responsible] investors only invest in ‘good’ firms, 
investors cannot use [responsible investment] techniques to attempt to transform bad firms into good 
firms” (see also Sparkes and Cowton, 2004).  

This sentiment is mirrored in the commissioned report of Dimson et al (2013a:11) to the Norwegian 
government on the management of the Norwegian oil fund, which notes that divestment is problematic 
for institutional investors since they forgo “opportunities from active ownership to influence change”. 
Earlier government documents on the management of the fund make similar points, exclusion can 
mean that the fund can “no longer exercise its rights to influence the company as an owner, by 
exercising influence at general meetings and through direct contact” (Norwegian Ministry of Finance, 
2009:129), and reference is made to arguments that “a risk of exclusion is losing influence on the 
situation and that in the worst case the conditions deteriorate for those who are affected” (ibid:138). 

In a certain sense, this is also almost tautologically true. By excluding a company from its investment 
portfolio, an investor does forgo the opportunity to approach management as a shareholder. You do 
not have the opportunity to approach the management in all the ways a shareholder does, at 
shareholder’s meetings and through other forms of shareholder communication with the company. 
This does not imply, however, that all forms of communication between the investor and a company 
vanish with exclusion. 

With exit, you still have other opportunities to interact with a company management, even though you 
do not own shares in the company. One way you could interact with the company is as a potential 
investor. It is by no means obvious that interacting with a company as a prospective investor than as a 
current investor, is any less effective in influencing the activities and practices of a company. We do 
know that in addition to attending to current investors, companies do also court prospective investors. 
This is in the end an empirical question, which deserves attention, but it is hard to conclude that in all 
cases one strategy is less effective than the other. But the general point is that by not excluding 
companies, you are also forgoing an opportunity to approach a company as a prospective shareholder, 
which could have an effect on the activities and practices of a company. 

Though unconventional in the world of finance, you can also address a company in other ways than as 
a shareholder. These extra-shareholder strategies can take many forms, including use of the media or 
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other types of influence, or strengthening or joining forces with key stakeholders of the companies.3 It 
can be argued, however, that these types of strategies would also be available to shareholders, offering 
them a superior tool-kit in terms of influencing a company. One might ask here, however, whether 
divestment from a company might also open up channels and modes of influence that would be 
unavailable to the investor as a shareholder. One way exclusion could do so, is through signalling a 
lack of vested interest which could make the investor appear a more credible partner to other 
stakeholders seeking to influence the company. Some NGOs may for instance be reluctant to work 
with someone who is seen as part of the company establishment.4 And if prospective investors have an 
influence of the kind argued above, other stakeholders might see leveraging this influence as a more 
attractive option than interaction with existing investors who appear more tainted by association with 
the company.  

There is hence potential for what we might term extra-investment engagement that needs to be 
considered when assessing the effect of exclusion on corporate activities and practices. Again, it is not 
given that the net effect here is always and obviously on the side of retaining investment. This is also 
an empirical question, which may be hard to address, but nevertheless deserves analysis. But in any 
case, the possibility for extra-investment engagement indicate that the Hirshman (1971) framework of 
exit, voice and loyalty which is often used to characterize the options open to investors in affecting 
company behaviour, provides an incomplete representation of the available set of choices. There is 
also a possibility of exit with voice to be considered. This is consistent with the observation made by 
Goodman et al (2013) in a study of responsible investment approaches used by three religious 
organizations, that organizations of this type sometimes continue to use voice after exit. 

  

                                                        
3 The argument presented by Hebb et al (2012:109) that while engagement can be done in many ways, “exit on 
the other hand, has one simple option, divestiture”, seems to ignore these possibilities. 
4 NGO skepticism of shareholder engagement is noted e.g. by Sparkes and Cowton (2004). 
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Third claim: Engagement with exclusion  
is always more effective than pure exclusion 
The above forms of extra-investment engagement are typically not considered in assessing the merits 
of engagement and exclusion. A common view now is that engagement with exclusion is a more 
effective strategy than pure exclusion to influence company management, as it adds an extra means of 
influence. In a sense, engagement with exclusion is seen as a less blunt tool than exclusion, which 
permits exploration of less drastic avenues to make a company change its activities and practices, 
before exclusion is considered. In an engagement with exclusion approach, exclusion becomes more 
of a means to make engagement effective, as an ultimate consequence when engagement does not 
have the desired results (Dimson et al, 2013a). This line of thinking clearly also underlies earlier 
changes to the guidelines of the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global, where it is assumed 
that an “instrument chain where ownership is included and exclusion is the last resort” is assumed to 
be more effective in influencing company behaviour than exclusion (Norwegian Ministry of Finance, 
2009:139). Here reference is also made to the views or experiences of several Norwegian financial 
institutions that “the most efficient route is to combine the exercise of ownership rights and 
exclusion”, that “exclusion by itself is of little value” but must be “linked with exercising ownership 
rights [to] really achieve results in social responsibility” (Norwegian Ministry of Finance, 2009:107). 

In their early assessment of the potential of engagement, Sparkes and Cowton (2004:54) argue that 
engagement by institutional investors “is likely to prove the most powerful way in which [socially 
responsible investment] will influence corporate executives to engage in corporate social 
responsibility”. Similar sentiments can be found in later studies, suggesting that engagement is 
particularly “proactive” or that “shareholder activism is the most progressive option for institutional 
investors” (Sandberg, 2011:157). Ransome and Sampford (2010:112) contend that “[o]ne powerful 
reason in favour of engagement over … screening is that it is more likely to be effective, because it 
entails direct involvement in an attempt to cause change.” Louche and Lydenberg (2011:77) argue that 
exit and engagement “can gain in effectiveness if used in combination”. A related perception is found 
among institutional investors interviewed by Gond and Piani (2012:88), “The implicit threat of 
divestment was regarded as more effective than divestment in itself in attracting managers’ attention to 
the group’s demands and for creating the conditions for a constructive dialogue with corporations on 
the issue”. 

But is engagement with exclusion necessarily more effective than pure exclusion in making 
corporations more responsible? At the very least, this seems to require that investors are able to 
commit to disinvesting if a company management does not make the necessary changes to activities 
and practices. It is a well-known result from the foreign aid literature that an altruistic donor may 
threaten to cut aid if a recipient does not make the necessary reforms, but this threat is not credible as 
it will be in the donor’s interest to keep giving aid even after the reforms have not been implemented 
(Buchanan, 1975; Pedersen, 2001). Similar kind of commitment problems as this Samaritan’s dilemma 
problem might easily arise when a responsible investor interacts with the management of a company. 
If, however, the investor finds a way of committing to exclusion in these cases, then engagement with 
exclusion seems a more effective approach than pure exclusion. 
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Maintaining this form of commitment may be harder to reconcile with an ongoing engagement process 
than commonly thought, however. A basic idea behind engagement is that investors can exert 
influence on the way that corporate managers think and behave. It is strange that the standard model of 
this interaction is so unidirectional. Why would the only people influenced by engagement be 
company management? Why would not also the investor, or the fund manager, similarly be influenced 
by company management? If there is also influence from the management to the investor, this could 
lead to a backtracking on principles, where less and less is demanded from corporations, and exclusion 
becomes a more and more remote possibility. If this reverse influence from engagement is sufficiently 
strong, it can mean that an investor tying itself to the mast through pure exclusion (and hence largely 
shutting its ears to the arguments of corporate managers), could have more of an effect on corporate 
behaviour, than an investor using engagement with exclusion. 

One can of course argue that the problem of reverse influence also arises for investors who attempt to 
combine an exclusion strategy with extra-investment engagement, as discussed above. However, there 
are reasons to believe that extra-investment engagement may be less vulnerable to this problem than 
engagement while invested. If it is the case that exclusion makes you a more credible partner for other 
stakeholders, and more likely to interact with them, this means that you would likely also be 
influenced by these stakeholders. Extra-investment engagement could hence to a greater extent bolster 
the principles underlying a responsible investment approach, compared to a strategy of engaging when 
invested. Exclusion with extra-investment engagement could therefore be more effective than 
engagement with exclusion in making companies behave more responsibly.  
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Why the move to more engagement? 
The above arguments for engagement, and the counter-arguments presented, are of more than 
intellectual interest. These arguments have been used as a basis for a substantial shift in approach 
among institutional investors, altering the responsible investment management approach used for 
billions of dollars in investment. It is hard to understand why these claims for the superiority of 
engagement have not been examined with a bit more care and distance. There may be many reasons 
for this. But in a public choice perspective, it is perhaps less difficult to understand why arguments 
like these are propagated by the decision makers in institutional investment organizations. 

Bureaucracy arises in institutional investment organizations to manage responsible investment 
strategies. While work with exclusion is not exactly simple and limited, there will be a larger need for 
bureaucrats when the strategy is one of engagement with exclusion. That engagement is time-
consuming is documented for instance in the study of Dimson et al (2013b).5 With engagement, it is 
also much harder to measure staff efforts as the outcomes are much less clear. In a way, therefore, a 
move to engagement appears to be a bit of a bureaucrat’s dream. Even when compared to extra-
investment engagement, there could be a preference for the relative lavishness of working with 
corporations as opposed to the more austere and adversarial nature of working with other stakeholders. 
Understanding bureaucratic incentives is hence probably important in assessing reasons behind the 
move towards greater engagement. 

For some of the institutional investors, and maybe in particular sovereign wealth funds such as the 
Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global, there are also international political implications of the 
responsible investment strategy chosen.6 When the American retailer Wal-Mart was excluded from the 
investment universe of the Norwegian oil fund, it caused a non-trivial rift with the American 
government. The Norwegian government, which has the final say in exclusion decisions, also shied 
away from excluding the Chinese company PetroChina that the fund’s Council on Ethics 
recommended be excluded. In addition, we see that innovative new strategies are included as 
alternatives to exclusion, the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global for instance chose to put 
Siemens on an observation list due to corruption, rather than excluding the company outright. Political 
expediency appears to override other concerns in such matters. While retaining an appearance of 
responsibility, the loopholes that are created appear to undermine responsibility in any real sense. 
Whether this is limited to this particular fund is an open question, but it is hard to imagine that other 
institutional investors are immune to lobbying from corporations and their home country governments. 

The problem created by this gradual shift in approach is not only that the potential for influence on 
corporate behaviour potentially suffers. Some institutional investors have introduced responsible 
investment policies not to affect corporate behaviour, but to retain public or investor confidence in the 
management of the funds, or to avoid complicity in corporate misdeeds. However, any credibility in 
meeting these other objectives is also reduced, an investment strategy that is more responsible in name 
than in actual terms does not really convincingly ensure clean investor hands, or informed confidence 

                                                        
5 See also Michelson et al (2004) and Sandberg (2011). 
6 In their report to the Norwegian government, Dimson et al (2013a) also notes the political sensitivity of 
exclusion decisions in the management of the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global. 
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in the management of investor funds. For the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global, for 
instance, where these types of objectives have been central, the recent and current shifts in 
management approach could in many ways to signal an end to an experiment into real responsibility 
that the fund embarked upon in the 2000s, if it was ever real in the first place. 
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Concluding remarks 
There are reasons to believe that increasing emphasis on engagement may be driven more by 
institutional logics in institutional investor organization, than by solid and well-proven arguments that 
this shift in focus will be a beneficial one, one that credibly helps the organization meet the objectives 
of ethical investment specified, be they to influence company behaviour, prevent complicity in 
corporate misbehaviour, or instil confidence in the management of funds. An analysis based on 
bureaucratic and political incentives provides a radically different understanding of the recent shift to 
engagement among institutional investors than the perspective of Clark and Hebb (2004), which sees 
the move to engagement more as a result of changing social pressures and trends and a greater 
potential for institutional investors to influence corporate behaviour. 

If it is the case that these types of institutional logics prevail, it is also less likely that the arguments 
given for engagement will be examined sufficiently carefully to provide an evidence base for decisions 
on ethical investment approaches. The first claim for engagement presented above is challenged on 
logical grounds alone. However, the other two require empirical examination, where there can be no 
prima facie presumption that the second and third claims are correct. As noted by Hebb et al 
(2012:125), while institutional investors often believe that engagement is a superior strategy in 
influencing companies, “engagement impacts lack detailed academic research to back the claim of 
their effectiveness”. Whether this form of analysis will be performed is another matter. Given the 
incentives discussed in relation to institutional investors, there seems to be little reason to believe that 
these organizations will have these questions analyzed in more detail. Support for this type of research 
would therefore have to come from elsewhere. 
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There is a move towards more use of engagement strategies in responsible 
investment. This change in strategies is motivated by a number of claims 
about the effectiveness of engagement versus exclusion of companies from 
the investment universe. This paper examines the basis for three central 
claims: i) That engagement, in contrast to exclusion, does not reduce the 
investment universe; ii) That exclusion reduces an investor’s influence on 
a company; and iii) That engagement with exclusion is necessarily a more 
effective means of influencing companies than pure exclusion. All three 
claims are argued to be open to challenge. It is possible that the move 
towards more engagement reflects bureaucratic incentives and political 
considerations among institutional investors, rather than arguments about 
the effectiveness and efficiency of engagement.


